Flow Diagram for Admission Discrepancies

1. **Discrepancy between GS Med and admission orders?**
   - No: Done (don’t check off any differences)
   - Yes: Team’s PAML is incorrect?

2. **Team’s PAML is incorrect?**
   - Yes: History error. If clinically important, may need to contact team to correct error.
   - No: Look in medical records. Documentation of why med was changed?

3. **Look in medical records. Documentation of why med was changed?**
   - No: Is the discrepancy clinically relevant?
   - Yes: Intentional (Clinical Reason)

4. **Is the discrepancy clinically relevant?**
   - No: Use your best judgment. Was the discrepancy likely intentional? When in doubt, assume unintentional.
   - Yes: Contact the clinical team? Did you do this on purpose?

5. **Use your best judgment. Was the discrepancy likely intentional? When in doubt, assume unintentional.**
   - Unintentional: Reconciliation error
   - Intentional: Intentional (Clinical Reason)

6. **Contact the clinical team? Did you do this on purpose?**
   - No: Reconciliation error. Team may need to correct the error.
   - Yes: Intentional (Clinical Reason)
Flow Diagram for Discharge Discrepancies
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